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ABSTRACT 

Developing a Portable System for Measuring Human Motor Learning 

by 

Karen Tew, Departmental Honors 

Utah State University, 2015 

Project Advisor: Dr. Sydney Schaefer , Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation 

Departmental Honors Advisor: Dr. Kimberly Sullivan, Department of Biology 

Point-to-point reaching is a commonly used paradigm in the field of human motor control. By 

studying how people move their arms from one location in space to another, researchers have 

gained insight into how the central nervous system controls and learns skilled movement. Many 

experimental methods that are designed to study reaching are not portable . This makes it difficult 

for researchers to access certain clinical populations with limited mobility or motor dysfunction . 

We have addressed this issue by developing a point-to-point reaching system that can capture 

key movement variables (e.g. speed and accuracy) yet is portable and inexpensive . We have 

developed this system with MATLAB software and MaKey MaKey hardware , a commercially

available, single-board microcontroller. Participants will reach with a metal stylus to and from 

targets on a tabletop made of aluminum foil (i.e. point-to-point reaching) . Our current prototype 

system counts and time-stamps when the stylus touches each aluminum target, then exports these 

data to a continuously updating log in Microsoft Excel. In addit ion to the low cost and portability 

of this system, it allows the experimenter to adjust the reaches ' difficulty without modifying the 

data acquisition code by simply changing the size, number , and/or distance between the targets. 



Our next step is to pilot this system in a motor learning study in which participants repetitively 

reach from point to point as training . 

This work was supported in part by the USU Office of Research and Graduate Studies (RC 

#A28037) and USU Department of Health , Physical Education , and Recreation . 
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CHAPTER 1 

Literature Review 

1.1 lntroduction 

Studying human motor movement is a valuable way to assess neurological function. Voluntary 

arm movement is controlled by complex neural pathways that communicate through hierarchical 

feedback loops. eurological events , such as strokes , that damage these pathways can 

negatively affect upper-extremity mobility. By tracking how the arm moves from point to point 

in space, researchers can determine the extent of neurological damage after a stroke. By 

capturing how people reach from one point in space to another (e.g. three-dimensions, or in 3D), 

inferences can be made about how the brain is controlling (or attempting to control) these 

movements in both healthy and clinical populations . For example , one ' s movement (i .e. '·motor 

performance") can be quantified according to smoothness, speed, or efficiency. Differences in 

these factors correlate to differing levels of brain damage and can aid researchers and clinicians 

in deciding what form of rehabilitation will be of most value to the patient. 

Unfortunately , many 3D tracking machines are expensive , bulky and non-portable . This is a 

problem for researchers or clinicians who may have limited funds available to them. 

Additionally, many stroke survivors that wou ld benefit from 3D reaching studies have limit ed 

mobility due to post-stroke cognitive imp airment ; they are unable to participate in studies that 

don ' t take place in their own homes. Therefore, an inexpensive and portable tracking system is 

needed to study people who have experienced stroke. 



1.2 Stroke and Rehabilitation 

Stroke is a leading cause of adult disability in the United States , with about 800 ,000 people 

experiencing stroke and 130,000 dying from stroke each year (Lloyd-Jones, 20 l 0). On average, 

one American dies from stroke every four minutes , and the total cost for the United States is 

upwards of$34 billion (CDC, 2015). In 2009, 66% of people hospitalized for stroke were over 

the age of 65 (Hall, 2012). Many survivors experience post-stroke hemiparesis - weakness in 

either the entire left or entire right side of the body . Typically, only one arm is negatively 

affected by stroke, termed the paretic arm. 80% of stroke survivors have some arm disability 

immediately after stroke, including spasticity and weakness in the paretic arm (Mozaffarian, 

2015, Broeks, 1999). Fewer than 20% of these individuals recover enough arm movement to 

functionally use in daily activities (Gow land , 1982). 

Rehabilitation can help stroke patients recover motor skills, particularly if it is long-lasting , 

repetitive, and begins within 24 to 48 hours post-stroke (Volpe , 2003). Since upper limbs are 

frequently used in daily living to manipulate objects, the recovery of motor skills in the arms and 

hands are of key importance to successful rehabilitation (Hillman, 2001). 

Intensive therapy is essential in regaining langua ge skills after a stroke; however , there is some 

debate about intensive therapy 's role in physiological or occupational therapy. Recent studies 

show little benefit from intensive therapy on arm function (Norouzi-Gheidar i, 2012), though 
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evidence from the majority of clinical analyses show better stroke recovery with more intense 

therapy in a short amount of time. Type of therapy is also important in stroke recovery. 

Repetitive training or resistance exercises produce few benefits, whereas task-specific therapy 

(e.g. buttoning buttons , reaching for a glass) shows good results. A recent study showed that 

increased use of the paretic hand formed new corticospinal networks during task-specific therapy 

following a stroke (Papathanassiou, 2003). 

Several methods of rehabilitation are used to return stroke survivors to theii· highest possible 

level of independence. Repetitive physical activities are traditionally used in rehabilitation to 

strengthen muscles, improve coordination and improve range-of-motion. Using mobility aids , 

such as canes or leg braces, can help survivors regain the ability to walk. Cognitive and 

behavioral rehabilitation is used to help regain speech ability , test cognitive skills , and assess 

emotional adjustment. Medications can be prescribed to help combat stroke-related depression 

or to help increase mobility. Biological therapies , such as stem cell therapy , are being 

investigated but are not yet being used for functional rehabilitation outside of clinical trials . 

Technology-assisted rehabilitation is a promising new area of research that utilizes electricity , 

robotic devices , computer programs , new imaging techniques , and physiological monitoring to 

improve post-stroke mobility. 

Fasoli et. al. (2004) showed that robotic therapy is an effective way to reduce impairment in 

stroke patients with moderate to severe hemiparesis. Therapists who utilize robotic devices for 

simple repetitive motions of the paretic limb can spend more time working on complex, task

oriented movements with their patients while the patient practices repetitive movements alone. 
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This reduces one-on-one therapist time while maintaining rehabilitation intensity and, 

consequently, saves patients money (Krebs, 1998). One study compared average per-patient cost 

of therapy for robot-assisted therapy and traditional therapy and found the robotic therapy to be 

30% less expensive, after accounting for therapist hourly cost and machine cost (Lo, 2010). 

Robotic devices have been shown to be more effective for patients with severe hemiparesis, 

whereas in moderately affected patients , it has no advantage over traditional physical training 

(Marone, 2012). However, this research is complicated by the lack of standardized rehabilitation 

schedu les in published works. Each study shows varying doses , or frequency, of rehabilitation 

sessions. For example, if one researcher directed participants to do 500 trials over the course of 

two weeks using robotic therapy, while another studied 200 trials over the course of four weeks 

using traditional physical therapy , the results would not be directly comparab le. Lo et. al. (20 I 0) 

concluded that neither robotic or intensive therapist -driven therapy is inherentl y better than the 

other for rehabilitation , when the dose was equal (see Figure 1). 
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Figure I. Subjects were subjected to one of three rehabilitation methods: usual care , 
robot-assisted therapy , or intensive comparison therapy (rigorous physical therapy). Each 
Each subject got the same frequency /dose of rehabilitation sessions during the 36 week 
study. Figures A and B show the least-squares means at each time point and overall and 
have been normalized to fit baseline scores for the Fugl-Meyer Assessment . Higher 
scores mean better functioning. Figures A and B show that while robot-as sisted therapy 
was more effective than usual care for recovery , there was no significant difference 
between robotic therapy and intensive comparison therapy. This implies that the dose is 
more important in recovery than the method of rehabilitation (Lo , 20 I 0) 

1.3 Quantification 

Resea rcher s can only und erstand the objectiv e ben e fit of rehabilitation on regainin g arm 

mov ement by quantif ying motor performance. Currently used assessments include : the Fugl

Me yer Assessment , the Action Research Arm Test , and the Box and Block Test. Each of these 

tests has been used for many years as clinical assessments of arm function ; however , they do not 

provide data on how the arm is moving through space . This makes the results less generalizable 

between people and can under- or over-estimate the amount of therapy still needed (Rohrer , 

2004). 
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One way to quantify movement involves point-to-point reaching evaluations where the 

participant reaches from target to target on a horizontal plane. Researchers record the spatial 

position of the arm in 3D as it moves from point to point. They can then determine overall 

trends in the movements that are associated with neurological function , such as velocity and 

acceleration between targets , accuracy in hitting targets and efficiency of movement ( e.g. 

shakiness, end -point trajectory , or excessive vertical displacement) (Rohrer , 2004). Normal 

reaching movements are smooth in both position and velocity , whereas post-stroke reaching 

movements are more irregular and often show multi-peak velocity profiles (Flash , 1985) . Since 

reaching is involved in many daily activities , this method is a good indicator of functional 

rehabilitation (McCrea , 2005). 

1.4 Current Systems and Limitations 

Several robotic systems exist that act both as rehabilitation aides and 3D movement trackers for 

post-rehabilitation assessment. These systems decrease the therapist time needed per patient, thus 

lowering the cost of treatment , and improving a clinic ' s productivity . Of the several commonly 

used robotic systems the average cost was $230 ,750 (Wagner , 2011). With added maintenance 

contract plans and financing, the total cost for a robotic system is around $422 ,532 (Wagner, 

2011 ). 
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Although Wagner et. al. (2011) determined that per-session costs of robotic therapy were lower 

than per-session costs of intensive physical therapy, the up-front cost of a robotic system can be 

prohibitive to many researchers and clinics. Additionally, robotic systems are bulky and 

engineered to be immobile. Their size makes them impractical for use outside of clinics. 

Therefore, these systems are not adequate for researchers studying populations who have limited 

mobility , such as older adults or people who have had strokes . Our lab is investigating motor 

function in individuals who are both >65 years old and have had strokes. We have had difficulty 

recruiting this population to participate in clinical trials, partially because they don't have the 

ability to transport themselves to our laboratory to do testing on our in-house 3D monitoring 

system. 

We needed to develop a simple motion-tracking system that was transportable , inexpensive and 

user-friendly. Since Lo et. al. (2010) determined that repetition was the most important variable , 

we needed to create a non-robotic device that would allow for a high dosage of therapy while 

still being able to accurately quantify therapeutic progress. 
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CHAPTER2 

Methodology 

2.1 Hardware 

With the primary goals of portability and affordability, we chose to use a MaKey MaKey 

microcontroller for the device base . MaKey MaKey is a handheld , printed circuit board with an 

A TMega32u4 microcontroller running Arduino Leonardo firmware. It uses high resistance 

switching to detect any ciosed switches on the board , effectively determining whether or not a 

circuit is being made. When a circuit is completed , MaKey MaKey translate s the connection 

into an electronic signal that passes through a USB cable into an attached computer. This signal 

can be programmed to activate a keyboard key , a mouse click, or a mouse motion. As of March 

20 15, a basic MaKey Ma Key kit costs 50 dollars, making it a very econo mical choice for our 

project. 

Figure 2. Front side of MaKey MaKey 
board with USB cable and alligator clips 
in background . (© MaKey MaKey , 2015) 

In order to recreate a point-to-point reaching trial 

without expensive robotics equipment, we 

simp lifi ed the exper im ental set-up while 

maintaining a similar physical layout. Rather 

than tracking exact hand movements on the XYZ 

plane , we only collected overall trial time data . 

This should directly correlate with motor learning 
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in that the more a subject practices a movement , the shorter their trial time wi ll be. So while our 

system is not capable of collecting specific information about cumulative distance traveled, it is 

robust enough to capture general progress in arm rehabilitation. 

2.2 Physical Set-Up 

We created a three target design using one 8.5"x 11" sheet of paper 

and one 8.5"x 12" sheet of heavy-duty aluminum foil. Four equal 

sized holes with 45 mm diameters were cut distally in the paper at 

positions of 65 °, 90 °, and 115° relative to the home target. The cut 

paper was then taped to the front of the aluminum foil sheet, leaving a 

l inch strip of exposed foil at the top (see Figure 3). 

We physically connected the MaKey MaKey to the computer using 

. - ' 
~ ~V.~:'!: . . ~~ ~ - . 

Figure 3. Prototype 
three target design using 
paper and aluminum 
foil. 

the US B cable included in the basic kit. o additional software download is needed; the MaKey 

MaKey is natively set up to be compatible with Mac, Windows, Chromebook and many Linux 

distributions. We connected one end of an alligator clip to the "spacebar" area of the MaKey 

MaKey and the other end to the exposed inch of tinfoil on our target design (see Figure 3). 

Another alligator clip was modified into a stylus (see Figure 4) and clipped to the bottom non

programmed row of holes on the MaKey MaKey. This set-up effectively forms an open circuit . 

Each time the sty lus touches a target , the circuit is closed and the computer registers it as a 

particular action (e .g. spacebar press). 
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Figure 4. Stylus made 
from an alligator clip , 
pen and electrical tape. 

Three young adult participants (19 , 20 and 21 years old , all right 

hand dominant) and two older adult participants (70 and 73 years 

old, right hand dominant and left hand dominant respectively) 

were recruited to test our prototype MaKey MaKey device . In 

these preliminary tests , subjects were instructed to use their non

dominant hand to hold the stylus . During each trial , right-handed 

participants touched in order: home target, left-most distal target , 

home target, center distal target , home target , right-most distal 

target time. Left-handed participants mirrored the right-handed target reaching by touching in 

order: home target , right-most distal target , home target , center distal target , home target , left

most distal target. Both groups repeated the pattern five times and the trial ended when the final 

distal target was touched. 

2.3 Software 

We wrote a user-editable MATLAB program to record participant information , count target 

touches and collect trial times from the MaKey MaKey device, and append those data to a 

Microsoft Excel experimental log file . This program can be seen in its entirety in Appendix A, 

and will also be described briefly here. To use these files , copy them into .m files into your 

working folder within MATLAB and save with the balded titles as file names . 

When the MATLAB program is first opened (using command CounterGUI) a graph ical user 

interface (i .e. GUI) window opens. In this window are severa l editable boxes where the 



researcher can input participant data such as: subject ID number, trial number, hand used by 

subject, and relative day of testing. Each entered value is saved as a new variable that can later 

be exported to Excel. This window also includes a start push-button, stop push-button, and a 

small non-editable target counter. 

After filling in the relevant information , the researcher pushes the "Tab" key on the keyboard 

until the start button is active. The subject can then begin the trial whenever they want - the first 

circuit made will press the start button and begin a timer. Simultaneously , the target counter will 

begin. When the counter reaches the correct number (30 in our experiment) the stop button is 

automatically pressed and the timer is stopped. Additionally, all relevant information including 

trial time and user-inputted data is imported into the next open row of our continuously updating 

Excel log file. To start a new trial, the researcher simply needs to change the subject information 

in the GUI and begin a new trial. The variables will be updated and the timer will restart. 

2.4 MATLAB Code and Commentary 

Filenames are in bold print . Comments are marked with a%. Each file is separated with a solid 

line. In the xlsappend code, my adaptations are marked with italics. Italics are not recognized in 

MATLAB, it is only marked for clarification in this thesis. 

CounterGUl 
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% GUI for basic info to export to Excel 

% save as CounterGUT.m 

i= ro1: 

uicontrol('Pos·,[ 110 280 60 19],'Style ' .'text',"String·. 'T rial #'); 

n = uicontrol('Pos ·. [ I 75 280 246 19], ·style' .'edit'): 

uicontrol('Pos·.r110 262 60 19l. 'Sty 1e·: 1cxt':String'.'Subjcct lfY): 

b = uicontrol('Po s·,r175 262 246 19l ."St1lc·: eclit'): 

uicontrol("Po s·. 1110 243 60 19j."St)lc·:tc xt·:s1ring·:1 1and'): 

c - uicontrol('Pos·.r11s 243 2-+6 19J."Stylc'.'cclit·): 

uicontrol("Pos· ,[110 224 60 I 9],'Styk' .'tcxt',-String '. ' Day' ): 

cl - uicnntrol('Pos·,ll75 224 246 19J."Styl e·:edi t"): 

c - uicontrol('Pos'.J200 200 60 

1 9J. ·Style·.· pushbutton·.· String·.· Start·,- Cal !bad·.· get Yar·): 

f = uicontrol('Pos'.l300 200 60 

191. ·Style', ·p ushbutton'.' String·.' Stop' .'Call back·,· stopfx · ): 

g = uicontrol('Pos·,[265 200 30 18],'Style ' .'pushbutton·:string·, I. ·Callback·. 

·pushcallback · ); 

uicontroll 

%s tart pushbutton function - 1) starts tic-toe timer 2) Assigns user 

% inputted strings to variables 3) switch active button to counter 4) Starts count of 

space 
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%presses /circuits made for the touch test 5 )When touche s reach a certain 

%number. automatically ' hit' stop 

%s top pushbutton !'unction - 1) Get and assign \·ariablc to toe 2) export entered 

data into exce l file in the righ t place (should mO\C down I row for each trial -

append) 

gctvar 

% Set Variables for Excel Export 

uicontrol(g) 

i=[O]: 

Lie: 

get(a. ·string·): 

A = ccllstr(ans): 

get( b. · string"); 

8 = eel I str( ans): 

get(c.·string"): 

C = ecllstr(ans): 

get (d, ·string '): 

D = cellstr(ans): 
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H = ccllstr(da tcstr(nov,')): 

pushcallback 

% Ca llback for Start Button Press 

% save as pushcallback .m 

i i 1--I : 

set( g. ·string· ,i ): 

r· 

if ( I == 3 1 ): 

run stopfx: 

elscil'(i >31): 

char('Too many touches') 

end 

%Se t I to whatc\ ·er you \Vant it to be to get 15 touches. I ha\e it set as the) start 

v,ith Sl)-lus off¾the aluminum foil. start by touching the botlom targe t. touch 

each of the three top targets 5 %times each ( 15 touches total for top targets) then 

it EN DS when they hit the bottom target one %last time after the 15 top ones. 

% Examp le: 

% 2 

14 



% 

% 

% h 

% 

% Subject would hit blb2b3 blb2b3 blb2b3 blb2b3 blb2b3 b 

% So a totnl of 31 target hits. so i=31 

0 'o lf'you ,,ant to end on 3 instead orb. change I to 30 

stopfx 

% Arter correct ·•j" number variable is hit. find toe and expo rt user inputted data 

% sm e as stopf\ .m 

toe: 

!=toe: 

SUCCESS = xlsappen cl("C:\Users\Lab Uscr\Documents \MATLAB \MATLAB 

Out put .x l sx .. [H .A, B,C. D. f J) 

% Be sure to change path to wherever you are storing your excel file. 

15 



xlsappend 

% save as xlsoppend. 111 

% adupted/i·o 111 '·xtsappend"' writren by Brett Shoe/son. PhD. 8/30/2010. 

CoJJyright /98-1-2010 The A4arhWorks. Inc. 

function [ success. message I = xlsappend( file.data.sheet) 

<¾J XLSAPPEND Stores numeric array or cel l array to the end ol' spcci tied 1:xccl 

sheet. 

% REQUIRES ONLY ONE CALI. TO Tl II~ EXCEL ACTXS l~RVER. so the 

overhead is less 

% than for success ive xlsread/xlswrite calls. 

% 

% [SUCCESS.MESSAGEl =XLSAP PE 1D(FILE./\.RRA Y.SI !LET) writes 

ARRAY to the Fxcc l 

% \\orkbook. FILE. into the area beginning at COLUMN A nnd FIRST 

U USED 

% ROW. in the worksheet speci(icd in SI fEET. 

% FILE and ARRAY must be specified. If either FILE or ARRAY is empty. an 

% error is thrown and XLS/\PPEND termin ates. The first worksheet of the 

% workbook is the default. If' SHEET does not exist. a new sheet is added at 

16 



% the end of'thc worksheet collection. IJSHEET is an index larger than the 

0/41 number or worksheets. new sheets arc appended until the number or 

worksheets 

% in the workbook equals SHEET. The success ofthe operation is 

% returned in SUCCESS and any accompanying message. in MESSAGE. On 

error. 

% MESSAGE shall be a struct, containing the error message and message ID. 

% Sec NOTE I. 

% [SUCCESS,MESSAGEl =XLSAPPE D(FILE.ARRA Y) writes ARRAY to 

the 1:xccl 

r% \\Orkbook. FILE. in the lirst \vorkshcet. 

% 

% lSUCCESS .MESSAGE]=X LSAPPE D(FlLE,ARRA Y) writes ARRAY to 

the Excel 

°'o \\Orkbook. FILE, starting at cell Affirstl lnuscdRowl of the lirst 

% worksheet. The return values are as for the above example. 

% 

% XLSAPPE D ARRAY FILE, is the command line version of the above 

example. 

% 

% IN Pl IT PAR;\METLRS : 

0/ii lile: string defining the workbook file to v..rite to. 

17 



% Default directory is pv,!d: default extension ·xis·. 

% army: m x n numeric array or cell army. 

% sheet: string defining worksheet name: 

% double. defining worksheet index. 

% 

% RETUR PARAMETERS : 

0 o SUCCESS: logical scalar. 

l;o l\.11:SS1\Cil: : struct containing message licld and message id licld . 

% 

% EXAMPLES: 

% SlJCC[SS = XLSAPPEND('c: \matlab \work\my\\Orkbook.xls·.A) will \\Tite 

;\ to 

0/ci the sheet 1 or \\Orkbook file, myworkbook .xls. On success . S CCESS will 

% contain true. \,vhile on failure. SUCCESS will contain false. 

% 

% NOT[~ I: The above l'unctionality depends upon Excel as a COM server. In 

% absence or Excel. ARRAY shall he ,Mitten as a text tile in CSV format. In 

% this mode. the SHEET argument shall be ignored. 

% 

% See also XLSREAD. XLS WRITE. 

% 
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% Written by Brett Shoe Ison, PhD, 8/30/20 I 0. 

% Copyright 1984-2010 The Math Works, Inc. 

% Set Je/'011/t values. 

l.usllrnrn(' ), 

Sheet I !: 

sheet Sheet I ; 

C'ncl 

if l1lll'g_Otlt (} 

s11cce.,s !rue: 

IIJC's.rnge st rue/ ( ·111es.wge ·. ( · '}. 'identifier ·. ( · '}): 

end 

01ti I !an<llc input. 

Trv 

% hand le requested Excel workbook filename. 

Ir ~isempty(f'ile) 

if' ~ischar(l1le) 

crror('!:xlswritc:lnputClass':Filcnamc must be a string.'): 

encl 
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% check f'or \Vildcards in lilenamc 

il'any(findstr('*'. file)) 

error("l:xlswTite:File ame·. ·Filename must not contain*.'); 

cnd 

f Di rectory.file.ext ]= fi leparts( file): 

it' iscrnpty(cxt) % add default Excel extension: 

ext = ·.xis': 

encl 

Ii k = absputh( ful I ti le( Di rectory. I Ii le e:--:t I)): 

jal a2j = lileattrib(filc) ; 

i r a 1 && ~(a2.UserWrite == I) 

crror('l:xlswTite:FilcReaclOnly'. ·File cannot be read-only.'): 

end 

else% get workbook filename. 

I · rror( ·I::-. ls\Hitc: Lmpt) Fi lcN rnm' ·.'I· i lcnamc is empt).'): 

end 

% Check for empty input data 

if' isempty(data) 

error('l:xlswrite:Emptylnput'.'lnput array is empty.'); 

end 
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0 o Check f'or N-D a 1Ta\ input data 

if ndirns(data)-<~ 

error(' I :xlswrite:InputDimension · .... 

·Dimension of input array cannot be higher than two.·): 

end 

% Check class of input data 

if ~(iscell(data) II isnumeric (data) II ischar(data)) && - islogical(data) 

error(· 1 :x lswr ite: Input Class' .... 

· Input data must be a numeric. cell. or logical array.·); 

end 

% comer ! input to cell array of' data . 

Ir iseell(data) 

/\ =data: 

else 

A=num2eell(dat a): 

end 

il'nargin ,,;•2 

% Veri!"y class or sheet parameter. 

I f'- (ischar(sheet) II (isnumeric(sheet) && sheet > 0)) 
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error(· 1 :xlSv\Tite: I nputCl ass · .... 

·Sheet argument must be a string or a whole number greater than O.'): 

end 

if iscmpty( shcet) 

sheet - Sheet 1: 

end 

% Parse sheet 

ifi schar(s heet) && ~isemp ty(strrinJ( shcet:: ·)) 

sheet = Sheetl:<¾i Use default sheet. 

L::nd 

end 

catc h exception 

i r ~isempty(nargc hk(2A.nargin )) 

error(· 1 :xlswrite:InputArgumcnts· .nargchk(2.-+.nmgin )): 

else 

success = raise: 

message = exce ption I landler (nargout. exception); 

end 

return: 

end 

o/4------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Attempt to start Excel as ActiveX server. 
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Try 

Exce l = actxserver(' Excel.Applicatio n'); 

% open workbook 

Exccl.Display/\lerts = 0: 

%Wo rkaround for 0313 142. For certain files , unless a workbook is 

%opene d prior to opening the file, various COM calls return an error: 

%0x800a9c64. The line below works around this flaw. Since we ha\'c 

%seen only one example ol'such a file. v,e ha\'c decided not to incur the 

0 ~1timc penalty in, olH:d here. 

<}o aTcmp - 1::xecl.workbooks.Add(): aTemp.Closc(): 

Exce l Workbook = l::xccl. workbooks. Open( file): 

%Ex cel Workbook.Reac!Only 

format = ExcelWorkbook.FileFonnat; 

if' strcmpi( format. ·xlCurrcntPlatformTcxf) == 1 

error('f:x lsread :ri leformat', ·File %sno t in Microsoft Excel Format.·. file): 

end 

%S heets = Lxce l.ActivcWorkBook.Sheets: 

activate _ sheet(Excel,sheet); 

rcadinfo = get(l::xce l.Activesheet,'UscdRangc·): 

¾get(Excel.Ac tivesheet, 'Name') 
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ifnumcl(rcadinfo.valuc) == I && isnan(rcadinfo .valuc) 

m2 = O; 

else 

[rn2,n2l = sizc(rcadinfc.).valuc): 

end 

catch exception %#ok<NASGU > 

,varning(' I :xlswritc:NoCOMServer· .... 

[·Could not start [:xccl sen er Cor c:--.purl.1
11· .•. 

·xLSWRI l'E v,ill attempt to write Jilc in CSV format. ' [): 

i r nargout > 0 

l rnessagc.rnessagc .message .ident i fier [ = last\,.,arn: 

end 

% 1rrifl.! Jut a as ( '.'i' l 'jili.!. 1hut is. co111ma delimited. 

Fill.! n!gex;m :p(/ile. '( .xlsjl'.j* 1 JS·. ·. cs1· ): 

fl)' 

Jlmi1'rite(fZ/e.duta. ·, '), % write Jahr 

Catch excep tion 

exccptionNcw = Mcxccption(" 1:xlswritc :dlm¼ritc ·. · An error occurred on 

data export in CSV format.'): 

excep tionNew = exception ew.addCause(exception); 

if nargout == 0 

% Throw error. 
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·1 hrow(exceptionNc" ): 

else 

success = false: 

message.message = excep tion cw .gctRcport: 

message .identi lier = exce ptionNe v,·.identi fier: 

end 

end 

return: 

end 

(1/0---------------------------------------------------------------------- --------

try 

% Construc t range string 

0 o Range v,as partly speci lied or not at all. Calculate range . 

0 o Sekel range ol' occupied cells in acti\ e sheet. 

% .t\cti\'atc inuicatccl worksheet. 

Message = activatc_shcc t(Excc l.shcct): 

[m.n] = size(A): 

range = calcrangc(" · .m.n.m2 ): 

catch exception 

success = f~1lse: 

message = exce ption! landler(nargout, exception); 

return: 

enu 
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o/0------------------------------------------------------------------------------

try 

bCrcatcd --= cxist(lilc."filc.): 

Execute Write: 

catch exception 

i r· (bCrcatcd && exist(filc. ·Lile') == 2) 

delcte(filc): 

end 

success = false; 

mes sage = exccptionHandler(nargout. exception): 

end 

!'unction 1::xccute Write 

261ippecl - onClcanup((li1()clcaner(Lxccl. lile)): 

if' bCreated 

% Create new workbook. 

%This is in place becau se in the presence or a Google Desktop 

0 oScurch installation. calling Add. and then Sa\ eAs a!k r adding data. 

%to create a new Excel file. \viii leave an excel process hanging. 

%This workaround prevents it f'rorn happening, by creating a blank file, 

%and sav ing it. It can then be opened with Open. 

%Exce1Workbook = Excel.workbooks.Acid: 
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switch ext 

case · .xis· %x 1Excel8 or xlWorkbookNonnal 

xlFonnut - -4143; 

cusc · .x lsb . %.xi Excell 2 

xlFormat = 50: 

case ·.xlsx· l1/c,x10penXMLWorkbook 

xi Format = 5 l ; 

case ·.xlsm· o/oxlOpenXMLW orkbookfvlacroEnabled 

xi Format = 52: 

othcn\ isc 

xlrormat = -4143: 

end 

Excel Workbook.Sa\'t.~J\s( Ii le. xi Format): 

Excel Workbook.Close( false): 

end 

%Open file 

%Exce 1Workhook = Excel.workbooks .Open(filc): 

iC ExcdWo rkbook .RcadOnl y -= 0 

%This means the file is probably open in another process. 

Error('l:xlswrite:LockedFile·. ·The file %s is not \,vritablc. It ma) be 

locked by another process.'. file): 

end 
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try % select region. 

% Select range in worksheet. 

Select( Range( ExceL28li ppe('<%s ·.range))): 

catch exceptionlnner % Throvv data range error. 

Throw(Mexception("l:xlswrite:SelectDataRange'. 28lippe( ·Excel 

relllrned: o/os.·. exceptionlnncr.mcssage))): 

end 

% ~xport data to selected region. 

Sct(Excel .selection . ·value· ,A): 

Excel Workbook.Saye 

end 

end 

/'unction cleaner( Excel. Ii le Path) 

%Turn olTdialog boxes as we close the file and quit Excel. 

Excel.D isplayAlerts = 0: 

%Explicitly close the tile just in case. The ~xcel /\Pl expects 

%just the lilename and not the path . This is sale because Exce l 

%also does not allo,v opening two files with the same name in 

%different folders at the same time. 

1- -n. e] = lilepart s(rilc Path): 
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29lippcd29 = Incl: 

Excel. Workbooks . I tem(29 I i pped29).Closc( folsc ): 

catch excertion %#ok<NASGU > 

%If something fails in closing. there is nothing to do but attempt 

%to quit. 

End 

Excel.Quit: 

(1/0--------------------------------------------------------------------------

runction message = activate_shcet(ExccLSheet) 

% Activate sreci lied worksheet in workbook. 

0 o Initialise ,,ork shcct object 

WorkShcets = Excel.sheets: 

message = struct(' message'.{'.).' identifier·. { ·.} ): 

% Ger nu111e of'specif1ed worksheetji-om 1rnrkbook 

Ii') ' 

'J'argetSheet Jc;el(WorkSheels , 'irem ·,s/u.:el) : 

cutch exception %ffok <NASGU > 

% Worksheet does not exist. Add worksheet. 

TargetShee/ - uddsheel ( WorkSheels, S'hee/): 

1rnminR(Ixlswrite:AddSheet '. Added specified worksheet. '): 
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i/'nargo111 > 0 

[111essage. messaye , messuge. idC!nl ifierj lu.,·twarn: 

end 

end 

% nctivate worksheet 

Act i vatc(TargctS hcet): 

end 

(1/0------------------------------------------------------------------------------

function 30l ippcd3030 = addshcct(WorkShccts,Shcct) 

% Acid new worksheet. Sheet into 30lippccl3030 collection. WorkShccts. 

1 r isnumcric(Shcct) 

% iteratively add worksheet by index until number of sheets == Sheet. 

While WorkSheets.Count < Sheet 

% !ind last sheet in worksheet collection 

lastshcet = WorkShcet s.ltcrn(WorkShcct s.Count): 

301ippcd3030 = WorkShects .Add(lJ.lastshect): 

end 

else 

% add worksheet by name. 

% line.I last sheet in worksheet collection 

lastsheet = WorkSheets.ftem(WorkShcets.Count): 
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31 lippcd3 l 31 = WorkShccts./\dd(fl,lastshcet): 

end 

% l r Sheet is a string. rennmc new sheet to this string . 

If' ischar(Sheet) 

set(31 lipped313 I. 'Name' .Sheet): 

end 

end 

0 / . ,0---------------- ----------------------------------------------- ---------------

function l absoiutepath J=abspnth(partial path) 

% parse partial path into pnth parts 

I pathname lilenamc ext I= lilcpnrts(pnrtialpath) ; 

% no path qualification is present in partial path: assume parent is pwd. except 

% \\hen path string starts with· - ' or is identical to' ~ ·. 

Ir isempty(pathname) && isempty(strmatch(' - ·.pnrtialpath)) 

Directory = pv,cl: 

clsei !' iscmpty(rc gcxp(partialpath . ·c.: \11\ )" • • once · )) && ... 

iscmpt) (strmatch(" I" .partialpath)) && ... 

isempty(strmatch(' ~ ' .partia l path)) ; 

% path did not start with any of drive name, UNC path or· ~·. 

Directory = I p\\'cl.lilesep.pathnamc J: 

else 

% path content present in partial path: assume relative to current directory, 
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% or absolute. 

Director) = rathnam e: 

end 

% construct 321ipped32 filename 

nbsol utcpath = f'ul I file( Directory .I li lcnamc.cxt I): 

end 

o/rJ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

function range = calcrange(range.m,n.offset) 

% Calculate full target range , in Exce l /\ 1 notntion , to include array of size 

%m x n 

range = uppcr(rangc): 

co ls = isletter(range): 

rows = ~cols: 

% Construct Jirst row. 

I f - any(rov,,s) 

firstrow = offset + 1: % Default row. 

Else 

firstrow = str2doub le(range(rows)): % from range input. 

F:nd 

% Construct first column. 

lf - any(cols) 
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Jirstcol = •f\': % Default column. 

I ~lsc 

firstcol = range(cols); % from range input. 

End 

try 

Jastrow = num2str(firstrow +rn-1 ): % Construct Inst row as a string. 

Firstrow = nurn2str(lirstnm ): % Convert first rem: to string image. 

Lastcol = dec2base27(bnse27dec(lirstcol) +n-l ): % Construct last column. 

Range = ffirstcol iirstrow ·: · lastcol lastro\\ j: % Final range str ing. 

Catch exception 

errot'(' l:xlswritc :CalculateRan ge· . ·Invalid data range: l¾is:. range): 

end 

cnJ 

'¼----------------------------------------------------------------------

!'unction string = indcx_to_string(inclex. lirst in range. digits) 

working _indcx = index - first_ in_rangc: 

outputs = eel I( 1,digits): 

I outputs{ 1 :digits l J = ind2sub(reprnat(26, I .digits). working_index): 

string = fliplr(letters(f outputs{: l l)): 

end 
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Ofo----------------------------------------------------------------------

/itnct ion [ Jigi ts /irsl in mnge] = calculate range(num _to com •al) 

digits = 1: 

first in runr:e - 0: 
. - ' 

current sum 26: 

11'hill' num to com •fff CUITl'nf sum 

digits - digits + I : 

first in rong e current sum : 

c11/'/'e11t sum first in ru11ge 1 16. /\.digit .,: 

<.!/Id 

end 

0;0------------------------------------------------------------------------------

!'unction s = dcc2ba se27(d) 

% DLC2l3/\SL27(D) returns the rcprcsrnwtion of' Das a string in base 27. 

% expre ssed as ·A ·.:z·. ·AA'.'AB" .. ."A7.·. and so on. ote. there is no zero 

% digit. so strict ly we have hybrid base26. base27 number system. D must be a 

% negative integer bigger than O and sma ller than 2/\.52. 

% 

% Examples 

% dcc2base(I) returns·/\· 

% dec2base(26) returns · Z' 
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% dcc2basc(27) return s ·J\ ;\· 

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

d = d( :); 

ifd ~= floor(d) II any(d(:) < 0) II any(d(:) > 1/eps) 

error (· J :xlswritc: Dcc2B ase lnput · .... 

· L) must be an integer. 0 <= D <= 2/\52. "): 

end 

[num_digits beginJ = calculat e_range(d) : 

s = indcx_to_string(cL begin. num_digits): 

end 

(1/0------------------------------------------------------------------------------

functi on cl= base27dcc( s) 

% [3ASE2 7DEC'.(S) return s the dec imal of string S which represents a numb er in 

% base 27. expresse d as ·A· .. ·z-. ·AA·. · AB ... .'AZ" . and so on. No te. there is 

% no zero so strictly we have hybrid basc26. basc27 numb er system. 

% 

% Exa mpl es 

% basc2 7 dee(" J\ ·) return s I 

% basc27 dec(' 7') returns 26 

% base 27dec(' IV") returns 256 

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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if'lcngth(s) == l 

d = s( 1) - 'A. + 1: 

else 

cumulative = O; 

for I = 1 :numel(s)-1 

cumu lative = cumulative + 26.AJ: 

end 

indcxes _ f1iped = 1 + s - 'A·; 

indexes = fliplr(indexes _ lliped): 

indcxes _in_cells = mat2ccll(inclcxcs. 1. ones( 1.numcl(indcxcs))) : 

d = cumulative + sub2ind(repmat(26. l ,numel(s)), indexes_ in_cells{:} ); 

end 

end 

o/rJ-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

!'unction rncssagcStruct = cxceptionHandlcr(nArgs, exception) 

if nArgs == 0 

throwAsCal ler( exception); 

else 

messageS truct.mes sage = exception.message: 

messages true!. identifier = exception.ident ifier: 

end 

end 
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CHAPTER3 

Figure 5. MaKey MaKey system running 
on a desktop computer 

Res ults 

After five preliminary tests of the prototype 

system, we succeeded in creating a functional 

point-to point reaching system that is user-

friendly, portable , and low-cost. 

3.1 Ease of Use 

The MATLAB code was written to be accessible 

and understandable to researchers that may not 

have exte nsiv e experience in coding. We included 

troubl eshooting tips and simple explanations of the code in eac h .m file to assis t researchers who 

may want to use this code for their own experiments . 

Other point-to-point reaching systems have been designed that show virtual targe ts on a vertical 

screen placed in front of the patient. In these systems , a sensor is secured onto the subject ' s 

finger and moved on the horizontal plane while a virtual representation of the sensor position is 

displayed on the vertical screen. Older adults sometimes find this set-up difficult to use because 

their finger isn ' t moving in the same plane as the virtual representation shows. We simplified 

this design by using physical targets rather than virtual targets and a pen-like stylus instead of a 
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sensor taped onto the participant's finger. Our set-up is more intuitive, especially for older 

adults. 

In order to increase the relative difficulty of this protocol , the researcher only needs to decrease 

the diameter of targets, increase the number of targets, and /or increase the distance between 

targets. 

3.2 Portability 

If the software is downloaded onto a laptop rather than a desktop computer as shown in Figure 5, 

our system is small enough to fit into a briefcase or backpack. The MaKey MaKey, paper , heav y 

duty tinfoil and connector wires have an overall weight of ~ 5 oz. Coupled with a laptop , this 

system weighs less than 6 lbs . This level of portability is ideal for studying older populations 

who are often difficult to recruit to come to the Utah State University campus for participation in 

research studies. Many older adults have limited mobility , particularly among the group we are 

most interested in studying- older adults with cognitive impairment due to strokes . Having a 

portable system to measure motor function is a valuable way to collect data from this 

understudied population. 

3.3 Total Cost 

Total cost for the project was $200.07 - see Figure 6 for specific item price information. The 

bulk of the cost came from the price of the software we chose to use. At the time of writing , 
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MATLAB costs $50 for a student copy and $150 for a home-use copy. Decreasing the total cost 

could be achieved by using a free-ware version of MATLAB such as Octave . Octave has a fairly 

large online support base and very similar verbiage to MATLAB, so it is ideal for both those 

who are new to programming and those who have extensive MATLAB experience. 
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CHAPTER4 

Discussion 

We have tried several alterations to our original design, with varying degrees of success. After 

several trials , the aluminum foi l in the targets started to tear because of the sharp stylus . If the 

participant happened to hit the stylus in the tear, the MaKey MaKey didn ' t always count the 

target touch as a closed circuit, and the trial time was false ly elevated. To solve this problem , we 

replaced the aluminum backing with a galvanized steel sheet of the same size. 

Moreover , the paper tended to peel off the backing (aluminum foil or galvanized stee l) and 

impeded participant reaching by catching on the stylus during trials. We replaced the plain paper 

with an equa lly sized thin magnetic sheet. After cutting target holes out of this sheet and 

arranging it on top of the galvanized steel , the accuracy of testing was improved . These changes 

did increase the weight and price of the device - 0.6 lbs more and $3.43 more - but the increased 

durability may outweigh these drawbacks . 

We had some compatibility (Windows to Mac) issues with the Excel-append code ("xlswrite"). 

In future iterations , we wi ll instead use MATLAB ' s native CSV -writin g commands (e.g. 

csvwrite , dlmwrite) . CSVs retain simple formatting and can be opened in Excel for later 

ana lysis, but are compatible across many platforms. 
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Current Prototype 

Hardware MaKey MaKey basic kit ($50) 

Target Design Aluminum Foil /Paper ($0 .07) 

Software MATLAB ($150) 

Total Cost $200.07 

Future Device 

MaKey MaKey basic kit ($50) 

Galvanized Steel/Magnetic Sheet ($3 .50) 

Octave (Free) 

$53.50 

Figure 6. Item-by-item price comparison of the current device versus future 

prototype s with suggestions to decrease costs 
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APPENDIX B 

Reflective Writing 

The bulk of my time on this project was spent learning how to use MATLAB. As a biology 

major , I had never taken any computer science classes, but I realized that coding was a useful 

skill in an increasingly tech-savvy wor ld . I started by picking out a book to get the bulk of my 

MATLAB learning from - "Basics of MATLAB and Beyond " by Andrew Knight. I worked 

through the basic tutorials that were listed in that book to get a genera l idea of how MATLAB 

could work for me . Then , after getting specific instructions and constraints about the project 

from my advisor, I started working on the program myself. I found the resources online at the 

official MATLAB (mathworks.com) support website to be valuable in finding solutions to the 

problems that cropped up whi lst coding. The "doc' ' and ' ·help" commands in MATLAB were 

also helpful when trying to understand operators and contingencies (e.g . opening a document in 

read-only vs . opening a document to re-write) for your commands. 

As with most coding projects, I found that I learned the best by trial and error. The program got 

done bit by bit as I troubleshot each successive error message. Most of the time , the errors were 

nominal and easily fixed, like missing parentheses or mislabeled variables. The difficult errors 

to so lve involved Mac /PC compat ibil ity issues and differentiating between "string" , ' ·cell array" 

and "matrix" values when export ing to Excel. Luckily , most of these problems have already 

been so lved , and the creators have posted their so lution s onlin e at the MATLAB support website. 

With a little modification (and due credit), I incorporated their fixes into my own code and 

avoided wasting time on unnecessary work . 
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After learning MATLAB for this project , I had the skills to contribute to other related projects in 

my lab. We had collected some 30 reaching data sets, and I used parts of this code to create a 

program to analyze that data and export it to Excel in a similar way. While there arc differences 

in the details, many motion-monitoring activities have the same principles (measuring trial time 

and efficiency). Thus , creating a useful, user-friendly code for this MaKey MaKey project has 

helped me complete successive projects much more easily. Taking pictures of my work and 

saving my code were important in helping me build a portfolio to take to job interviews. 

For any future honors students who are interested in learning to code or completing a coding 

project for your thesis, allow me to offer you some advice. 

First: I found that I was much more productive when I devoted a solid chunk of time (4-6 hours) 

to working on my project. Especially when I was first learning how to use MATLAB , I found 

that I couldn ' t get much done in only I hour, and what work I did would be mostly forgotten by 

my next session. I would waste 15-30 minutes trying to remind myself what I had worked on 

last, and it wasn't an efficient use of my time. I also found it helpful to start out my projects by 

graphically drawing what I wanted my project to look like. I'd spend 3-5 minutes at the 

beginning of each work session thinking about what elements I needed to add to my existing 

code and drawing /writing those elements out in plain English so that I could better translate them 

into MATLAB code later on. 

Second: Do yourself and future users a favor - add a lot of descriptive comments to you~ code . 

Explain exactly what each part of your code does so that you can spend less time reminding 
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yourself what you did , and so that others who don ' t have as much coding experience can easily 

understand what's happening. Including some potential troubleshooting information can be 

helpful, too. For instance, in my code I was sure to comment on exactly what parts the user 

needs to change before running each .m file. This saved my coworkers a lot of trouble . 

Formatting your code can also be a nice way to clarify your meaning. Spend an hour figuring 

out what customization options MATLAB has for .m files and use the ones you think are most 

useful. These can include things like: changing text color, indenting, or inserting line separators. 

Third: Save often , and save multiple versions . It was useful to me to save my work as several 

different iterations rather than replacing the same file with every save. Sometimes my code 

stopped working and it was useful to go back to previous versions and see what f had changed. 

Plus , if your advisor decides to take the project in a different direction, you can do back to your 

earlier (presumably more general) codes and not have to start clear from scratch. 

As for writing the thesis, I'd encourage future students to read A LOT of background research. 

The more papers you read , the better you will write and the less you will have to work at 

providing a review of your topic. If you have a general understanding of the background of your 

project , figuring out what order to put your paragraphs in becomes easy. Try to make your 

literature review section tell a story , work your way down from broad ideas to your small , 

specific project. Make it easy to read - the less the reader has to 'work' to understand your 

objectives and results, the better they will like your paper and the more likely they will actually 

read through it in its entirety. My most important piece of advice to future honors students is 

this: go get started. It isn't fun to have "write my thesis" on your to-do list for an entire 
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semester , hanging over you and constantly being in the back of your mind. Trust me - if you 

start with a good format and outline, work on the main writing portion a little bit each week , 

continue reading related papers , and ask for other people to proofread it often, your thesis will be 

done quickly and with minimal stress. 
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